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Introduction to Content 
Marketing for LSBU



Greetings!
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About 
Rock Content

Founded in 2013, Rock Content provides over 
2,000 brands, marketers and agencies with 
premium content experiences, creative 
services, on-demand talent, and professional 
training.

Rock acquired ScribbleLive, Visually and Ion 
Interactive in late 2019 and now employs over 
500 people globally and maintains a talent 
network of over 80,000 creative professionals.



Before we even start…

• You can download the full deck from 
my blog – available later today: 

marketingacrossborders.blog/

• I will share the link with Nicola

• Connect on LinkedIn!
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Summary

Introduction Don’t confuse 
strategy with tactics Define your goals

Understand your audience Understand the buyer journey 

1 2 3
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Publish & Distribute Intro to brands and 
branding

Conclusion & 
takeaways

6 7 8

Today’s agenda:



Introduction to
Storytelling

Introduction to Content Marketing
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It’s a chemical
reaction
• When we hear a story the neural 
activity increases fivefold, like a 
switchboard has suddenly 
illuminated the city of our mind

• Oxytocin (our empathy drug 
released when we care about 
something) is generated 
whenever we hear or see 
compelling stories
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What is the
value?
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What is the
value?
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What is the
value?
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What is the
value?

QuizWhat is the value?

Sli.do
Slido.com
#75681
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What is the
value?The value is $0 unless….it builds an

Audience



Content marketing is a strategic marketing 
approach focused on creating and distributing 
valuable, relevant, and consistent content to 
attract and retain a clearly defined audience —
and, ultimately, to drive profitable customer 
action.

Joe Pulizzi, Content Marketing Instistute

“



Content marketing is a strategic marketing 
approach 

focused on creating and distributing valuable, 
relevant, and consistent content

to attract and retain a clearly defined audience

— and, ultimately, to drive profitable customer 
action.

Joe Pulizzi, Content Marketing Instistute

“



Dissecting the definition
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Content marketing is a strategic 
marketing approach focused on 

creating and distributing valuable, 
relevant, and consistent content

to attract and retain a clearly defined 
audience

— and, ultimately, to drive profitable 
customer action.

• Creating and distributing valuable, relevant, 
and consistent content = blog posts, social 
media posts, videos, articles, visuals, etc.

• to attract and retain a clearly defined 
audience = to attract our potential customers

• drive profitable customer action = £££ or 
clicks or downloads or shares or….
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Consumers spend most of their
day engaging with content
No interruptionsThe way customers 

consume content and 
give their attention has 
changed (for good)
Consumers have new 
expectations

Adobe Consumer Content Survey

Consumers have little patience 
for poor experiences
No disappointing experiences

Content formats and platforms 
are proliferating
Always-on content



Interruption marketing is in decline

Skip ads 
as much as 
they can82%

Use ad blocking 
technologies to avoid ads 
online and on mobile

Of Netflix subscribers
would rather cancel their
subscription than see an
ad74% 30%

Allflicks, 2017Millward Brown, 2018 eMarketer, 2018



consumers expect 
brands to produce 
content that entertains, 
provides solutions and 
produces experiences. 84%
Meaningful Brands 2019 report



of B2B buyers say 
online content has a 
moderate to major 
effect on purchasing 
decisions.90%
Meaningful Brands 2019 report

Nearly
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Content Marketing is 
not a Campaign



Make great content they need 

Get their attention 

Learn from them 

Make more great stuff they need

Keep their attention 

and so on…

Content

AudienceData

The 
Audience

Cycle



First, don’t confuse
tactics with strategy

Introduction to Content Marketing
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Be strategic, before being tactical
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Diagnosis Guiding Principles 
(Strategy)

Coherent Actions 
(Tactics)

Diagnosis phase

WHY?

What’s the current situation? 
What’s (and who’s) holding us 
back from reaching our goals?

Strategy phase

WHAT?

What should be done? What’s 
the approach to be chosen to 
cope with or overcome the 
obstacles identified in the 
diagnosis?

Execution phase

HOW

How should we put the guiding 
policies in place? A set of 
coherent actions dictate how the 
guiding policies will be carried 
out.



Be strategic, before being tactical
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Diagnosis Guiding Principles 
(Strategy)

Coherent Actions 
(Tactics)

Diagnosis phase

• Understanding the Context
• SWOT Analysis
• Customer research (audience 

analysis, etc.)
• Market intelligence 

(competitive analysis, etc.)

Strategy phase

• Objective & Goals
• Source of Advantage
• Anticipating reaction
• Reducing complexity and 

ambiguity

Execution phase

• Action plan
• Product
• Price
• Place
• Promotion



Be strategic, before being tactical
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Diagnosis Guiding Principles 
(Strategy)

Coherent Actions 
(Tactics)

Diagnosis phase

• Understanding the Context
• SWOT Analysis
• Customer research (audience 

analysis, etc.)
• Market intelligence 

(competitive analysis, etc.)

Strategy phase

• Objective & Goals
• Source of Advantage
• Anticipating reaction
• Reducing complexity and 

ambiguity

Execution phase

• Action plan
• Product
• Price
• Place
• Promotion We usually focus here



Is this really strategy?
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What is the
value?

QuizStrategy or Tactics?

Sli.do
Slido.com
#75681



Activism & Purpose
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What is the
value?

QuizBrands & Purpose

Sli.do
Slido.com
#75681



Guess the brand?
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“Inspire and nurture the human 
spirit. One person, one cup and 
one neighbour at a time”

Quiz



Guess the brand?
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“Inspire and nurture the human 
spirit. One person, one cup and 
one neighbour at a time”

Starbucks tells us its brand purpose is to build community, 
while doing everything it can to minimise its tax payments. In 
2019 Starbucks paid 2.8% of taxes.

But…



Guess the brand?
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“Shine a light on the kindness 
and generosity that we see in 
society”

Quiz



Guess the brand?
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“Shine a light on the kindness 
and generosity that we see in 
society”

Cadbury manages to pay zero corporation tax, for the seventh 
consecutive year. The company recorded a 740% jump in 
profit 2017, with turnover rising to £1.66bn from £1.65bn.

But…



Guess the brand?
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“Our purpose is reimagining energy 
for people and our planet. We want 
to help the world reach net zero 
and improve people’s lives”

Quiz



Guess the brand?
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“Our purpose is reimagining energy 
for people and our planet. We want 
to help the world reach net zero 
and improve people’s lives”

currently, around 96% of BP’s capital expenditure 
is on oil and gas…But…



Guess the brand?
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“We’re in business to save our 
planet.”

Quiz



Guess the brand?
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“We’re in business to save our 
planet.”

Patagonia Inc. has committed the $10 million it saved from federal 
tax cuts championed by Donald Trump to non profit groups who work 
on conservation and climate issues. Since 1985, Patagonia has 
pledged 1% of sales to the preservation and restoration of the natural 
environment (over $90 million in cash)

And…



Define your goals

Introduction to Content Marketing
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Define goals and KPIs
(Key Performance Indicators)

424
2

[Our company] will create and distribute content that aligns with its content strategy in an effort to educate, build awareness 
and overall market leadership for its solutions and services. Ultimately generate engagement to drive more qualified 

leads that move more efficiently through the funnel to become sales opps.

Centralize content process across the 
organization + implement a consistent 

content marketing program

Content Goal

Drive traffic and engagement and 
build awareness and trust with key 

audience

Content Goal

Create new business opportunities for 
Zelus sales team

Content Goal

Main Business Goal

• Time spent creating content
• Pieces produced vs plan
• Adherence to content strategy/SEO 

strategy
• Voice and tone consistency vs. Target 

Tone

KPI (sample)
• Avg. social actions per story
• Engagement rate
• Avg. engaged stories/person
• Finish Rate
• Avg. attention time/person
• Return Visitor Rate
• Traffic from Search
• Brand Sentiment
• PR mentions

KPI (sample)

• Returning visitor rate
• Number of downloads
• Form completion & downloads
• Email subscriptions
• Blog subscriptions
• Number of Leads
• Conversion rate
• Marketing Influenced opps

KPI (sample)



Define your content goals
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Our company will create and distribute content that aligns with 
its content strategy in an effort to educate, build awareness 
and overall market leadership for its solutions and services.

Main Content Goal

We provide targeted, trustworthy, informative and 
educational content that makes Entrepreneurs and C-Suite 

feel empowered, inspired, safe and in good hands, so they 
can advocate, convert and are enabled to achieve their goals.

Main Content Goal



Dissecting the goal
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The Goal

We provide targeted, trustworthy, 
informative and educational content

that makes Entrepreneurs and C-
Suite feel empowered, inspired, safe 
and in good hands,

so they can advocate, convert and 
are enabled to achieve their goals.

• We provide targeted, trustworthy, informative and 
educational content = they want to inform and 
educate, they don’t want to sell

• that makes Entrepreneurs and C-Suite feel 
empowered, inspired, safe and in good hands = 
Entrepreneurs and Executives are their audience

• so they can advocate, convert and are enabled to 
achieve their goals = establish trust and create an 
audience



Understand your audience

Introduction to Content Marketing
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How to research your Audience

• Search and SEO data
• Reddit/forums
• Interviews
• Surveys: we survey newsletter subscribers all the 

time to learn about their challenges and needs
• Internal Teams. Help desk, accounts, sales, and 

other client-facing teams. 
• Customer councils: get your top prospects and 

clients in a room together and listen to what 
they’re struggling with.
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Discover your audience preferences
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Example: 
The Nurse Manager



Discover your audience preferences
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Example: 
the small business 
owner

Description

Examples of the challenges/questions they ask

• SMB owner sets the business goals and allocate annual budgets
• He’s involved in the larger final decisions for any investment
• Will take recommendations from the Financial Decision Maker
• Will also be susceptible to external influence from peers, influencers and business press 
• SMB Owners do online searches to educate themselves before talking to vendors. They 

start with Google, then search to get an idea of what is out there
• SMB owners ask people they respect what solutions are they using
• Online ratings and reviews tell them where to find solutions
• They usually ask to go with a trial before they buy so they can test drive technology and 

solutions

• How can I finance my growth (OPEX vs CAPEX)?
• How do I properly plan for growth?
• How do I staff properly for growth?
• How do I acquire & retain the best talent?
• How do I make my teams more productive?



Understand the
“buyer journey”

Introduction to Content Marketing
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The buyer journey
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The buyer journey
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AWARENESS CONSIDERATION PURCHASE
RETENTION 
& LOYALTY

Social video

Blog content

Explainer Videos

Infographics

Newsletters

Sponsored content & native ads

Webinars

Product videos

One-sheeters Sales decks

Customer stories & videos

Customer 
newsletters

Commercialisation
Collateral

ç
�E-books

White-papers

FEELINGS & EMOTIONS, FUN & ENTERTAINMENT

BRAND AWARENESS MARKETING TECHNIQUES

LOGIC AND RATIONAL MESSAGES

SALES ACTIVATION MARKETING TECHNIQUES



Emotions
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Reasons and logic
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Emotions
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Reasons & logic
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B2B buyers are both emotional and rational.
Our marketing should be too.
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RationalEmotional



Intro to Branding

Introduction to Content Marketing
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A known brand is a node in memory with other linked
attributes and associations.
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Jenni Romaniuk, 
Building Distinctive Brand Assets

Brand

“
“



Branding is about making
the brand name memorable. 

Branding is a measure of how
many people exposed to the
marketing activity are able to name
the brand being advertised.
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Jenni Romaniuk, 
Building Distinctive Brand Assets

Branding

“ “



Consumer hate making decisions
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Distinctive Brand Assets helps 
consumer makes desicions

• The yellow arches of McDonalds

• The red and white of Coca-Cola

• The “Just Do It” tagline of Nike

• The MasterCard yellow and red circles

• The mm’s characters

• The Metro Goldwyn Mayer’s lion

• McDonalds “I’m loving it”
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Publish & Distribute

Introduction to Content Marketing
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Content distribution model
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Hero 
Content

Content Hub

Newsletter

Graphics
ImageImage

Content 
element

Content 
element

Element

Element

Element

Element

Element

Element



Red Bull, Citizens Bank, GE…



...Salesforce, DirectBuy, Autodesk



Social media content distribution
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Email newsletters

Still one of the best ways to drive 
traffic and build an audience



A new case
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73% 
Open Rate



Mobile first
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Interactive Content

It’s a blend of content, creative 
design and emotional storytelling; a 
content experience can be 
entertaining, emotional, and provides 
data and insights.



Online video

Can be used for several reasons. 
They can provide information and
simplify hostile concepts.

They can also convey emotions and 
build your brand.
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• Content Marketing is Marketing
• Content Marketing is focused on providing 

valuable information, education and entertainment 
to the right audience at the right time

• Content Marketing's focus is on your objectives, 
audience and the buyer journey - it’s an audience-
centric model

• Start with strategy; tactics will follow

• Feel free to contact me: giusec@gmail.com
• Or connect on LinkedIn

Key 
takeaways



Thank you!
Any questions? 

Giuseppe 
Caltabiano


